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SAFEGUARDING
Last week all our children were learning from home. It has been so heartwarming seeing this
through our online portal Tapestry. This is an excellent way to share and keep in touch, so please
use it often and know that staff check this regularly each day. (If you are having trouble accessing
this please email or call so we can get this sorted asap for you). It brings such joy to see children
writing, building, playing and creating different things and allows us to still feel part of their journey. It will also be through Tapestry that Miss McIntosh will be releasing videos of lessons to
support home learning after Easter. (Your second work packs – which will support the video lessons - will be ready to pick up from the school w/c 13th April – exact date to follow and we will
stagger times with the folders outside on a table for pick up. If you are unable to leave the
house, packs not collected will be dropped off to you at the end of the day.)
Miss McIntosh has filmed phonics sessions (phases 3 and 4) and T4W sessions (following immersion, innovation and independent learning sequences). Music has been filmed for 3 lessons
(these have been split over several videos due to the upload limit of just 10 minutes each) and 6
maths lessons. The maths lessons work on 2 lessons a week. The idea being that our children
should be playing lots at home and that as parents you can guide their learning to include the key
themes for the weeks. E.g. if they are playing in the garden seeing if they can spot different
shapes in both 2d and 3d form. Another 3 stories have also been recorded which support our
other stories that are already on our website.
Don’t forget that Miss McIntosh will be calling on Wednesday for her parent consultations. Please try to stick to the 10 minutes that have been allocated so that we can keep to times
as much as possible. We are happy to organise another slot if you have more you want to talk
about, so please just mention this during the call and it can be arranged.
We understand this is a challenging time and want to make sure you are all aware that we are
still here if you need us. Staff are working on lessons and support as well as being available to
talk on the work mobile or via emails.
Lastly, a big thank you for supporting each other. There have been lovely messages of how people have been staying in contact through pictures, games and letters. We are so lucky to be part
of such a supportive community and as these times are so uncertain, knowing that there is a genuine want from people to help each other has been something that has kept my spirits up.
Please continue to follow government guidance and keep yourselves safe .
Mrs Stokes
Headteacher

For the latest info on
Coronavirus:
https://www.gov.uk/
coronavirus

Wash hands regularly
Reminder:
The school is currently closed
therefore please contact us via
email and we’ll get back to you
as soon as we can.
office@whf.set.education

Isaac’s painting for the window
Jax has been home baking

Jax has a new mud kitchen,
made by Rory’s dad.

Isaac has been doing some
home learning.

Kaia has been helping in
the garden.

Ellen has been doing lots of exercise and home
learning

Penelope has been shadow
drawing & writing to her friends

Brogue has been doing maths.

Henley has been writing messages for his neighbours
Primrose has been baking.

Avery has been making pizza.

Finn has been tending to his pots

Finn has his birthday this
week. Happy birthday Finn!

